
Editorial

Standards for ethical publication

In a previous editorial the editors of The Journal of
Laryngology and Otology presented the Journal’s
position with regard to ethical standards in medical
publication.1 One of the developments recently
introduced is a joint commitment by editors of jour-
nals of Otolaryngology to act in a coordinated
manner in order to share information when a sus-
pected breach of publishing integrity has occurred.
The following statement from the Consortium of
Editors of Otolaryngology Journals documents this
approach and is complementary to the JLO’s
formal policy, which is reproduced on the Journal’s
website: www.jlo.co.uk

It is essential that authors involved in biomedical
publication be aware of basic guidelines for the
ethical publication of their scientific work. The
undersigned editors have taken a consortium
approach to a concern facing several major journals,
which relates to duplicate publication. We aim to
maintain the integrity of our scientific journals.
Reports that claim original information must
contain original information. We believe the priority
placed on this tenet is appropriately reflective of its
importance to patient care.

Authors are ethically obligated to be sure that data
are presented accurately and in a fair and unbiased
way. The supporting data for any scientific investi-
gation should be maintained in the office files for a
minimum of five to seven years after publication
(this is dependent on the study and the governing
agency; some institutions require less, particularly
for retrospective data). Scientific data should never
be altered or deleted. In this era of modern computer
science, authors must also be careful that photo-
graphs and other illustrations, when enhanced or
otherwise ‘touched up’, do not mislead readers or
distort information. Digital enhancement of pictures
which might be interpreted as intending to adjust or
enhance findings or which could otherwise poten-
tially mislead the reader is considered a major
ethical breach.

Scientific data may not be published twice without
clear notification, to the editor-in-chief, reviewing
editor, editorial staff and the readership of the
journal, that these data have been published pre-
viously. Duplicate submission or redundant publi-
cation of a similar data set is considered
unethical.2 – 9 ‘Duplicate submission’ occurs when
an author submits a manuscript simultaneously to
two or more journals. This is inappropriate unless
the journal editors have decided in advance that
redundant publication would be in the best interest
of the public’s health. ‘Redundant publication’ is
publication of a paper that overlaps substantially
with one already published in print or electronic

media. The overlap may be in data, content or
both, but commentary as written still appears to
emphasise data.

The fundamental issue with redundant publication
is that it violates the trust placed by readers of a
journal that content is original unless there is a
clear statement to the contrary. It is the senior or cor-
responding author’s responsibility to vet all manu-
script data and identify redundant content in
advance of submission. When submitting a manu-
script, the author should fully disclose to the editor
any duplicate submissions or previous publications
that could potentially be considered redundant. It is
not the responsibility of the editor or manuscript
referees to check every reference or search the litera-
ture for undisclosed redundancy; the due diligence is
the responsibility of the lead author. Also, ‘prelimi-
nary reporting’ can violate journal policies if the
author ‘leaks’ data or original research to the
media, industry or government before publication.
This should not necessarily jeopardise publication
but should be discussed from the outset with the
editor and a mutually acceptable approach agreed
upon in advance.

Publication of duplicate or redundant data or
content in journals of different disciplines or differ-
ent languages is a violation of this principle.
‘Rehash’ of an old data set into a new publication
is similarly redundant. If ever an author has questions
on the interpretation of redundant or duplicate pub-
lication, it is his or her responsibility to bring those
questions to the attention of the editor-in-chief
before the review or publication of the manuscript.
Full disclosure will prevent violation of this principle.

The undersigned editors agree that if an author is
found by one of the editors to have violated the fore-
going standards for ethical publication of scientific
work, that editor will share with the other editors
the name of the author and details of the violation.
Each editor will then independently determine
what sanction, if any, he or she will impose on the
author with respect to future publication in their
respective journals. When indicated, other actions
may also be independently undertaken by the
respective editors, including, but not limited to, noti-
fication of the dean, department chair, or chair of the
scientific integrity committee at the author’s
institution.

This editorial expresses the latest policy of the
undersigned editors and clarifies and amends the
policy previously set forth in May 2005.10 This edi-
torial is being published simultaneously in each of
the represented journals to emphasise the import-
ance of this principle and to maximise its accessibility
to the community of authors who publish in these
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journals. These principles were developed and sup-
ported by the undersigned but are not meant to be
restrictive to these journals. We invite other editors
of journals in our field to participate in this policy.
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